Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Healthcare needs grow and healthcare services become larger, more complex and costly ([@CR11]; [@CR27]). Moreover, the intrinsic uncertainty of healthcare demands and outcomes dictates that healthcare policy and management should be based on the evidence of its potential to tackle these stochastic problems. It seems apparent that computer modelling should be valuable in providing evidence and insights in coping with these systems. They can be used to forecast the outcome of a change in strategy or predict and evaluate the implications of the implementation of an alternative policy ([@CR28]). The use of modelling in healthcare is not limited to the management of activities necessary to deliver care alone. It is also used for the study of several topics related to healthcare, for example, air pollution, pharmacokinetics and food poisoning. In this paper, we aim at profiling studies that have designed, applied, described, analysed or evaluated healthcare problems with the use of simulation modelling.

Computer simulation is a decision support technique that allows stakeholders to conduct experiments with models that represent real-world systems of interest ([@CR19]). It can be used as an alternative to 'learning by doing' or empirical research ([@CR22]). Furthermore, simulation modelling gives stakeholders the opportunity to participate in model development and, hopefully, gain a deeper understanding of the problems they face. As a result, decision makers and stakeholders can gain a new perspective on the relationships between the given parameters, the level of systems' performance, the cost-effectiveness and its quality, or risk association.

In the field of Operations Management, simulation is recognised as the second most widely used technique after 'Modelling' ([@CR1]; [@CR18]). Thus far, there have been a number of reviews in the literature on the applications of simulation to health. [@CR12] have conducted a systematic review of the use and value of computer simulation methods in population health and healthcare. [@CR9] reviewed the application of a diverse range of simulation techniques in healthcare settings. [@CR5] and [@CR3] considered the application of simulation in the economic evaluation of health technologies and health products as well as a proposed method for the evaluation of pharmacoecomonic models ([@CR13]). [@CR6] includes a review of computer simulation and patient appointment systems. A number of reviews have focused on the applications of Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) in healthcare in general ([@CR10]), and more specifically in health clinics ([@CR16]) and healthcare capacity management ([@CR24]). [@CR14] gives a personal review of the use of Discrete Event Simulation in health among other fields.

However, most reviews limit themselves to either a single application area or/and a single simulation technique. Most of the current reviews lack the breadth of simulation techniques, the width of applications coverage and are published in outlets of different fields (eg medical, OR, health informatics journals, etc), thus potentially hampering the widespread reference and use of such studies.

Hence, the purpose of this review is to fill these gaps and categorise and synthesise academic literature pertaining to the use of computer simulation in health problems (a) over a number of unrelated publishing outlets, (b) with a broader scope of simulation techniques and (c) in a variety of health applications. This would, in turn, help in ascertaining the current development in the field of healthcare simulation.

In light of the above, by sampling publications pertaining to the application of simulation in the healthcare domain, we hope to realise the following objectives: (1) to classify publications according to the simulation methods they employ; (2) to determine the healthcare problems often investigated by these methods and to analyse their trends; (3) to identify the impact of published simulation research in the healthcare context; (4) to monitor results' demonstration and implementation; (5) to identify funding sources for healthcare simulation studies; (6) to identify software associated with the studies and show their frequency of use. In order to achieve these objectives, we have conducted a review of 251 articles published during the period 1970--2007. The main objective of this review is to offer a broad and extensive picture of the role of simulation techniques in healthcare. To the best of our knowledge, objectives (1) and (2) have not been previously investigated in a single study for all four selected simulation techniques in the health sector, and objectives (3) to (6) have not been presented in a published source---with the exception of [@CR10] who presented similar results for Discrete Event Simulation and System Dynamics over 30 years ago. It is hoped that the findings of our analysis will be beneficial to the community of simulation and health-related academics and practitioners.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section ('Simulation modelling') provides a discussion of the different simulation methods selected for this study. The methodology employed for the research is explained under the 'Research methodology' section. The section on 'Research paradigm' categorises the applications of simulation under various simulation techniques and healthcare problems---this fulfils objectives (1) and (2). This is followed by the 'Research impact' section (fulfils objective 3) that identifies some important papers that have been reviewed in our study and measures their impact through a citation-based analysis. The section on 'Results implementation, funding sources and analysis of simulation software' presents statistics pertaining to these variables, and thereby fulfils objectives (4), (5) and (6). The penultimate section presents a 'Discussion' of the findings of this study, and the paper concludes with 'Conclusions and further reflections' that outline the limitations of our approach and reflect on the contribution of this work.

Simulation modelling {#Sec2}
====================

The simulation modelling techniques that were found appropriate for the purposes of this study are Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), Discrete-Event Simulation (DES), System Dynamics (SD) and Agent-Based Simulation (ABS). Journal papers included in this study have been selected based on the criteria that the papers report on the use of one or more of these simulation techniques in the healthcare settings. The choice of simulation techniques was made through interaction with experts in this area but was also backed by the review of [@CR15] of simulation in business and manufacturing. The latter identifies the following simulation techniques: DES, SD, ABS, MCS, Intelligent Simulation, Traffic Simulation, Distributed Simulation, Simulation Gaming, Petri-Nets and Virtual Simulation, excluding simulation for physical design. According to this study, the first five techniques were the most commonly presented/used in the selected papers for that review. Initially in our study, we also considered papers that reported on the use of Intelligent Simulation and Parallel & Distributed Simulation. However, these categories were later dropped owing to the fact that only a few relevant papers pertaining to the aforementioned categories were found in our sample study (one or two for each category). Moreover, our choice of simulation techniques is further supported by the study conducted by [@CR12], wherein DES, SD and MCS are discussed as popular simulation techniques in healthcare. Those who wish to have an introduction to the aforementioned techniques can refer to [@CR23] for MCS, [@CR20] for DES, and [@CR25] for SD. ABS is the most recent of the four simulation methods used since the mid-1990s. A brief description of ABS is provided below.

ABS is a computational technique for modelling the actions and interactions of autonomous individuals (agents) in a network. The objective here is to assess the effects of these agents on the system as a whole (and 'not to' assess the effect of individual agents on the system). ABS is particularly appealing for modelling scenarios in which the consequences on the collective level are not obvious even when the assumptions on the individual level are very simple. This is so because ABS has the capability of generating complex properties emerging from the network of interactions among the agents, although the in-built rules of the individual agents' behaviour are quite simple.

Research methodology {#Sec3}
====================

In this paper, we have conducted a review of literature in healthcare simulation. Our review method has been influenced by the systematic literature review approach adopted by [@CR7], wherein (a) databases such as ISI Web of Science® and MedLine® were searched using a combination of search terms, (b) papers were screened by reading article titles and abstracts and in accordance to some inclusion criteria, and (c) the contents of the papers selected in the earlier stage were reviewed. Our literature profiling methodology consists of two stages and is illustrated in [Figure 1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Stage 1 is the 'Paper Selection' stage and it describes the methodology used for the purpose of selecting papers for inclusion in this study. Stage 2 is the 'Information Capturing' stage and it identifies the information that is captured from papers that have been included in the study; the latter is analysed in the subsequent sections of this paper. Both the stages of our methodology are further described below.Figure 1The literature profiling methodology.

The papers selected for this study were identified from the Web of Science® database The Web of Science® is one of the largest databases of quality academic journals and provides access to bibliographic information pertaining to research articles published from 1970 onwards. It indexes approximately 8500 high impact research journals from all around the world spread across approximately 200 different disciplines. Our aim was to identify publications with the highest credibility and thus we looked only at journal articles having an impact factor (note: only journals with an impact factor are included in the ISI Web of Science® database).We do recognise, however, that other bibliographic databases could have also been looked at. But for the purpose of this research, we decided to include only the Web of Science® database since this study is not a systematic review but is a sample review of publications in healthcare simulation.

The Web of Science® has a user-friendly search engine that assists in the refinement of a search by allowing the user to incorporate specific search conditions. Our search strategy was driven by the simulation methodology used in the sought after papers. To identify articles that would be incorporated in our study\'s data set, the following criteria were used: inclusion of the words, '*simulat*\*' OR '*health*\*' in the article\'s title and both of the words/phrases ('*Monte SAME Carlo*' AND '*health*\*') OR ('*Discrete SAME Event*\*' AND '*health*\*') OR ('*System\* SAME Dynamics*' AND '*health*\*') OR ('*Agent SAME Based*' AND '*health*\*') in the abstract or keywords of the published paper. The SAME operator returns records in which the terms separated by the operator appear in the same sentence. The use of the asterisk, '\*' in the Boolean keywords combination, allowed for the inclusion of keyword derivatives in the search options. The search identified only articles and review papers written in the English language from 1970 until 2007 (inclusive). Results from this initial search strategy are shown in the second and third columns of [Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Sampling returned 251 papers in total.Table 1Number of identified and selected papers*Simulation methodsIdentified papersPercentageSelected papersPercentage*Monte Carlo Simulation16364.913969.15Discrete-Event Simulation5120.33818.91System Dynamics3112.4178.46Agent-Based Simulation52.421.00Multiple Simulation00.052.49**Sum251100.0201100.00**

The second step involved the screening of these papers. The two authors independently and critically reviewed all the abstracts of 251 papers' and read the full text when necessary. The appraisal was carried out based on certain inclusion criteria as follows: The selected papers should evidently demonstrate strong relation with the healthcare sector or have an impact on healthcare and use the chosen simulation method to describe, analyse or assess the situation. The paper should include at least one paragraph describing the applied simulation method that was used in the study. Thus, pure physics simulations and human systems simulations did not fulfil the inclusion criteria. The boundaries between health-related papers and non-health-related papers, were not always straightforward. In many papers the impact on human healthcare is provided by a less direct relationship. The reviewers took a flexible approach by including papers in which one could clearly relate the problem described with some kind of health impact. Each of the reviewers assessed all abstracts independently and compared the results were compared. In cases of discrepancies, the full text of the paper was examined and, after discussion between the reviewers, a decision was reached for the paper\'s inclusion or exclusion. This filtering resulted in a set of 201 relevant papers. The full text papers were collected via online or inter-library loan services.

The second stage concentrated on the content of the 201 papers in order to answer the six objectives of our study as identified in the introductory section. Of the selected papers, MCS seems by far to be (69%) the most applied method dealing with health issues. It is followed by DES and SD. Finally, the method with the least number of papers is ABS---this is not a surprise since it is the most recently developed simulation technique. [Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} (last two columns) lists the results of our screening. The last row of the table ('multiple simulation methods') identifies five papers that use or mention two or more simulation techniques. These ('multiple simulation methods') papers, for simplicity purposes, are described under the research paradigms of the four identified categories as explained in the next section. As this is a sample review, no inferences can be drawn from [Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} as to the impact of each simulation method in healthcare. Nonetheless, we believe that the statistics below provide the readers with some understanding of the research trends in this area.

Research paradigms {#Sec4}
==================

The papers that have been included in our review are listed in separate tables \[Tables 3--6\]. These tables are presented in the relevant sub-sections associated with each simulation technique in question. Every paper has a unique identifier beginning with the initials of the simulation method under which it is categorised (MC, DES, SD, ABS) and is suffixed with a numerical value, for example MC1, MC20, etc. When many papers are listed in a row under the same category, the prefix is entered only at the beginning and is omitted from the rest of the papers for brevity (eg MC11, 27, 81). In the tables, these papers are presented in a descending date of publication order, and this, in turn, shows the research effort over these 37 years. Thus, small numbers correspond to the most recent publications and large numbers to the older ones. The Vancouver reference style is followed. Rather than including the references alphabetically at the end of the paper, we consider this scheme of collecting and tabulating all references pertaining to a particular simulation technique together at the end of each section as important because we feel that it improves the readability of the paper. These tables will also serve as a future reference/study list for the reader.

The papers pertaining to the different simulation techniques have been categorised under several general headings/categories. An overview of these categories is presented in [Table 2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (objective 1). This is followed by a discussion of the categories under each of the four identified simulation techniques (objective 2). Some papers can be categorised under multiple headings and the decision to favour one classification category over the other was based on the relative importance attributed to specific simulation techniques in the discussion part of the paper.Table 2Categories and number of papers in healthcare simulation per simulation technique*MCS***142**(a) Health risk assessment (drug development--dose response, air--water--food--soil contamination)60(b) Prognostic and transmission models of health interventions (disease transmission stages, regression and robustness models)18(c) Cost-benefit analysis and policy evaluation of medical treatment and disease management (population-based screen-and-treat strategy)41(d) Miscellaneous (literature reviews and taxonomies, health surveys and service delivery)23*DES***40**(a) Planning of healthcare services (hospitals, A & E departments, Scheduling health staff--patient admissions/appointments--ambulances, bed and equipment capacity, health information systems, organ transplantation, locations of healthcare services and facilities design)13(b) Health economic models (cost of providing healthcare, alternative healthcare interventions, screening strategies, cost-effectiveness of ordering and distribution policies)10(c) Reviews and methodology papers (comparison and evaluation of modelling techniques)13(d) Contagious disease interventions (control the spread of diseases/epidemics, plan emergency clinics)4*SD***17**(a) Public health policy evaluation and economic models (harm reduction policies, treating strategies, long-term health impact, disease population dynamics, reconfiguration of health services, health insurance strategies)9(b) Modelling healthcare systems and infrastructure (Unscheduled care, A & E demand pattern, resource deployment, parallel hospital processes, health infrastructure disruptions and disasters)4(c) Training (health policymakers--understanding the dynamics of diseases, students experimentation with pharmacological systems)3(d) Review1*ABS***2**(Interactions of cancer hallmarks and therapies, health data confidentiality)

Monte Carlo Simulation {#Sec5}
----------------------
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In the context of healthcare, MCS has generally been used for the following purposes: (a) To assess health risks from exposure to certain elements and determine drug dose-response portions; this is the most popular sub-category with 60 papers in our sample; (b) as the main approach to modelling used in economic evaluations in healthcare interventions when there is a need to increase the number of states in the model to overcome the homogeneity assumptions inherent in Markov models and decision trees ([@CR4]) (18 papers); (c) to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of competing technologies or healthcare strategies that require the description of patient pathways over extended time horizons with 41 papers in this sub-category; and (d) for Miscellaneous taxonomies, literature review and feasibility studies with 23 papers altogether. Each of these four issues will now be looked at in greater depth.

### Health risk assessment {#Sec6}

Numerous environmental and occupational studies have shown a link between the measures of public health and intake of contaminants, via different environmental media and exposure routes such as inhalation, skin and ingestion. Twenty-two studies focused on air pollution \[MC3, 10, 20, 26, 29, 40, 43, 51, 55, 79, 88, 90, 97, 102, 114, 124, 126, 132, 133, 135, 136, 140\], nine on water pollution \[MC21, 62, 76, 93, 95, 98, 103, 116, 127\], 11 on food poisoning \[MC5, 13, 34, 56, 77, 100, 111, 113, 118, 122, 125\] and three on soil contamination \[MC119, 128, 142\]. In such health risk assessments or epidemiological studies, the exact amount of a chemical or contaminant that an individual comes into contact with over a lifetime should ideally be estimated. However, for many obvious reasons this estimation is difficult. Simulation studies can fill in data gaps regarding historical exposures by generating these data using parametric functions, which are critical to improving the power of such studies. MCS is the method most commonly used for classical probabilistic risk assessments that uses mathematical or statistical models to estimate the frequency in which an event will occur. This technique is particularly useful when a large number of algorithms are required to address various multi-pathways of exposure to humans. The use of Monte Carlo analysis has reformed the practice of exposure assessment and has greatly enhanced the quality of the risk characterisation.

Moreover, 15 risk assessment studies focus on drug development and dose-response portion \[MC4, 14, 17, 19, 31, 42, 47, 52, 53, 54, 67, 71, 80, 106, 137\]. MCS can be used to determine the Probability of Target Attainment of pharmacodynamic indices by taking the inherent variation of different populations into account. In MCS, the model parameters are treated as stochastic or random variables, by using a probability density function for example, rather than fixed values. The aim of these studies is to establish a population pharmacokinetic model to study the parameters for the drug being administered through an intravenous escalating dosing regimen in healthy subjects, which could, in turn, be used for design of patient protocols with direct therapeutic benefit and maximal safety. These simulations are dependent on the assumptions in the model, including the types and number of subjects in the pharmacokinetic studies and the data used. Differences in pharmacokinetic parameters (for different patient populations) and/or data can lead to differences in the target attainment rates obtained with these simulations. Studies of these kinds usually derive their data from clinical trials.

### Prognostic and transmission models of health interventions {#Sec7}

MCS is extensively used to measure the number and impact of medical interventions for the prevention of disease deterioration or disease transmission. Many intervention procedures with medical treatment show substantial reductions in disease morbidity or mortality. However, their use is expensive and to some extent determined by local practice, with great variation in the rates of these procedures. The optimum level of such procedures may therefore be uncertain, and this uncertainty is a major problem for both clinicians and health service administrators. It is therefore important to have methods that model the requirements for these interventions at the population level by capturing the movement of individuals between different states based on disease and/or procedure history. Such interventions that usually involve patients or disease transmission stages use Markov processes to measure the probabilities of transmission. MCS analysis of the Markov process is the most useful model for this situation, which also allows the enumeration of events as individuals move between states \[MC1, 2, 22, 22, 32, 39, 48, 57, 58, 59, 64, 66, 75, 84, 91, 94, 99\]. Moreover, there are studies that seek to develop criteria that classify risk factor levels during intervention or treatment outcomes after intervention. In such studies, regression analysis is the most commonly used tool (some others are Bayesian statistics and bootstrapping) that specifies the inclusion criteria or variables. MCS is used in addition to this method to investigate the robustness of these variables or classification criteria \[MC49, 74\]. Subsequently, in these studies, MCS techniques evaluate the propagation of the variability of input parameters used in regression models by analysing the effects of uncertainty and the intrinsic variability of parameters.

### Cost-benefit analysis and policy evaluation of medical treatment and disease management programmes {#Sec8}

The above research can easily be adapted or expanded to fit economic data, which evaluate the cost-effectiveness of specific interventions, treatments, tests and health programmes. Certain medical conditions have a profound and growing impact on healthcare resource utilisation. In many circumstances the direct expenditures for screening or treatment (with drugs or other therapy) of these conditions have substantially increased due to the overall ageing of the population. Therefore, research in this field tries to assess the economic value of a population-based screen-and-treat strategy for diseases or medical conditions compared to alternative strategies or no intervention \[MC6, 7, 9, 12, 16, 23, 25, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 50, 60, 63, 65, 68, 70, 72, 73, 82, 83, 87, 89, 92, 96, 101, 108, 109, 112, 117, 120, 131, 138, 139\]. Briefly, a Markov state transition model with different health states is developed to simulate the medical condition fractures or disease states as a function of demographic change and other influences allowing for a wide variety of scenarios regarding planned medication usage, drug efficacy and individual persistence with treatment. The cost-effectiveness of these alternative strategies is evaluated in an MCS-based incremental cost-utility analysis. The main outcome is usually cost per quality-adjusted life year gained. These results provide policymakers with a common metric for comparing diverse technologies and programmes. Model inputs for the simulation models are usually obtained from published literature and surveys, expert interviews and clinical trials and studies.

### Miscellaneous {#Sec9}

There are a number of MCS studies emerging from our search strategy that form smaller categories or do not clearly fall within a distinguished category. These studies are literature review studies and taxonomies of various statistical methods, including Monte Carlo simulation, which can be useful decision tools pertaining to a particular health problem and usually pertinent to risk assessment \[MC11, 27, 81\]. Other studies focus on the development of new methods, for example, probabilistic public health risk assessment/treatments or improvement of an existing modelling method or comparison between different methods in the form of feasibility studies \[MC8, 18, 30, 36, 60, 69, 78, 86, 105, 110, 115, 121, 123, 129, 130, 141, 142\] (16 papers). Finally, there are MCS studies about health surveys and service delivery examination, including, for example, the determinants of health and measures of health status, the quality of hospital care and the impact of demographic change on the need for hospital resources \[MC23, 104, 107, 134\].

### Discrete-Event Simulation {#Sec10}

This is the second most popular category in our study with 40 papers overall after screening ([Table 4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). It is said that DES can create significantly more insight than MCS in areas such as health economics ([@CR8]). Applications of DES in health have been clustered under the following headings: (a) planning of healthcare services described in 13 papers in our search; (b) health economic models that are presented in 10 papers; (c) seven review and six methodology papers; and (d) contagious disease interventions presented in four papers.Table 4DES papers included in the present study*S No.DES paper* 1Scherrer CR, Griffin PM, Swann JL. Public health sealant delivery programs: Optimal delivery and the cost of practice acts. *Medical Decision Making* 2007 NOV--DEC; 27(6): 762--771. 2Duguay C, Chetouane F. Modelling and improving emergency department systems using discrete event simulation. *Simulation---Transactions of the Society for Modelling and Simulation International* 2007 APR; 83(4): 311--320. 3Ward A, Bozkaya D, Fleischmann J, Dubois D, Sabatowski R, Caro JJ. Modelling the economic and health consequences of managing chronic osteoarthritis pain with opioids in Germany: comparison of extended-release oxycodone and OROS hydromorphone. *Curr. Med. Res. Opin.* 2007 OCT; 23(10): 2333--2345. 4Hollingworth W, Spackman DE. Emerging methods in economic Modelling of imaging costs and outcomes: A short report on discrete event simulation. *Acad. Radiol.* 2007 APR; 14(4): 406--410. 5Cooper K, Brailsford SC, Davies R. Choice of modelling technique for evaluating health care interventions. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2007 FEB; 58(2): 168--176. 6Vasilakis C, Sobolev BG, Kuramoto L, Levy AR. A simulation study of scheduling clinic appointments in surgical care: individual surgeon versus pooled lists. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2007 FEB; 58(2): 202--211. 7Katsaliaki K, Brailsford SC. Using simulation to improve the blood supply chain. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2007 FEB; 58(2): 219--227. 8Ceglowski R, Churilov L, Wasserthiel J. Combining Data Mining and Discrete Event Simulation for a value-added view of a hospital emergency department. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2007 FEB; 58(2): 246--254. 9Eldabi T, Paul RJ, Young T. Simulation modelling in healthcare: reviewing legacies and investigating futures. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2007 FEB; 58(2): 262--270.10Brennan A, Chick SE, Davies R. A taxonomy of model structures for economic evaluation of health technologies. *Health Econ.* 2006 DEC; 15(12): 1295--1310.11Aaby K, Herrmann JW, Jordan CS, Treadwell M, Wood K. Montgomery Countys Public Health Service uses operations research to plan emergency mass dispensing and vaccination clinics. *Interfaces* 2006 NOV--DEC; 36(6): 569--579.12Hollocks BW. Forty years of discrete-event simulation---a personal reflection. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2006 DEC; 57(12): 1383--1399.13Caro JJ, Guo S, Ward A, Chalil S, Malik F, Leyva F. Modelling the economic and health consequences of cardiac resynchronization therapy in the UK. *Curr. Med. Res. Opin.* 2006 JUN; 22(6): 1171--1179.14Caro J, Ward A, Moller J. Modelling the health benefits and economic implications of implanting dual-chamber vs. single-chamber ventricular pacemakers in the UK. *Europace* 2006 JUN; 8(6): 449--455.15Heeg BMS, Buskens E, Knapp M, van Aalst G, Dries PJT, de Haan L, *et al.* Modelling the treated course of schizophrenia: Development of a discrete event simulation model. *Pharmacoeconomics* 2005; 23: 17--33.16Willis BH, Barton P, Pearmain P, Bryan S, Hyde C. Cervical screening programmes: canautomation help? Evidence from systematic reviews, an economic analysis and a simulation modelling exercise applied to the UK. *Health Technol.Assess.* 2005 MAR; 9(13): 1--207, iii.17Shechter SM, Bryce CL, Alagoz O, Kreke JE, Stahl JE, Schaefer AJ, *et al.* A clinically based discrete-event simulation of end-stage liver disease and the organ allocation process. *Medical Decision Making* 2005 MAR--APR; 25(2): 199--209.18Harper PR, Shahani AK, Gallagher JE, Bowie C. Planning health services with explicit geographical considerations: a stochastic location-allocation approach. *Omega-International Journal of Management Science* 2005 APR; 33(2): 141--152.19Rauner MS, Brailsford SC, Flessa S. Use of discrete-event simulation to evaluate strategies for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV in developing countries. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2005 FEB; 56(2): 222--233.20Connelly LG, Bair AE. Discrete event simulation of emergency department activity: A platform for system-level operations research. *Acad. Emerg. Med.* 2004 NOV; 11(11): 1177--1185.21Stahl JE, Rattner D, Wiklund R, Lester J, Beinfeld M, Gazelle GS. Reorganizing the system of care surrounding laparoscopic surgery: A cost-effectiveness analysis using discrete-event simulation. *Medical Decision Making* 2004 SEP-OCT; 24(5): 461--471.22Karnon J. Alternative decision modelling techniques for the evaluation of health care technologies: Markov processes versus discrete event simulation. *Health Econ.* 2003 OCT; 12(10): 837--848.23Vieira IT, Harper PR, Shahani AK, de Senna V. Mother-to-child transmission of HIV: a simulation-based approach for the evaluation of intervention strategies. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2003 JUL; 54(7): 713--722.24Ingolfsson A, Erkut E, Budge S. Simulation of single start station for Edmonton EMS. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2003 JUL; 54(7): 736--746.25Brailsford S, Schmidt B. Towards incorporating human behaviour in models of health care systems: An approach using discrete event simulation. *Eur. J. Oper. Res.* 2003 OCT 1; 150(1): 19--31.26Hupert N, Mushlin AL, Callahan MA. Modelling the public health response to bioterrorism: Using discrete event simulation to design antibiotic distribution centers. *Medical Decision Making* 2002 SEP--OCT; 22(5): S17--S25.27Davies R, Roderick P, Canning C, Brailsford S. The evaluation of screening policies for diabetic retinopathy using simulation. *Diabetic Med.* 2002 SEP; 19(9): 762--770.28Swisher JR, Jacobson SH, Jun JB, Balci O. Modelling and analyzing a physician clinic environment using discrete-event simulation. *Comput. Oper. Res.* 2001 FEB; 28(2): 105--125.29Moreno L, Aguilar RM, Martin CA, Pineiro JD, Estevez JI, Sigut JF, *et al.* Patient-centered simulation to aid decision-making in hospital management. *Simulation* 2000 MAY; 74(5): 290--304.30Groothuis S, van Merode GG. Discrete event simulation in the health policy and management program. *Methods Inf. Med.* 2000 DEC; 39(4--5): 339--342.31Eldabi T, Paul RJ, Taylor SJE. Simulating economic factors in adjuvant breast cancer treatment. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2000 APR; 51(4): 465--475.32Jun JB, Jacobson SH, Swisher JR. Application of discrete-event simulation in health care clinics: A survey. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 1999 FEB; 50(2): 109--123.33Davies R, Roderick P. Planning resources for renal services throughout UK using simulation. *Eur. J. Oper.Res.* 1998 MAR 1; 105(2): 285--295.34Hart WM, Espinosa C, Rovira J. A simulation model of the cost of the incidence of IDDM in Spain. *Diabetologia* 1997 MAR; 40(3): 311--318.35Dittus RS, Klein RW, DeBrota DJ, Dame MA, Fitzgerald JF. Medical resident work schedules: Design and evaluation by simulation Modelling. *Management Science* 1996 JUN; 42(6): 891--906.36Davies R, Canning C. Discrete event simulation to evaluate screening for diabetic eye disease. *Simulation* 1996 APR; 66(4): 209--216.37Steward D, Standridge CR. A veterinary practice simulator based on the integration of expert system and process Modelling. *Simulation* 1996 MAR; 66(3): 143--159.38Davies HTO, Davies R. Simulating Health Systems---Modelling Problems and Software Solutions. *Eur. J. Oper. Res.* 1995 NOV 16; 87(1): 35--44.39Davies R, Davies HTO. Modelling Patient Flows and Resource Provision in Health Systems. *Omega-International Journal of Management Science* 1994 MAR; 22(2): 123--131.40Irvine SR, Levary RR. A Discrete-Event Simulation of the Mcdonnell Douglas Health Information-Systems Online Executive. *Comput. Oper. Res.* 1988; 15(6): 535--549.

An extensive taxonomy of DES studies in healthcare over the past 20 years is presented in [@CR16] and [@CR12]. The study conducted by [@CR12] is a systematic review from 1980 to 1999. Our DES categories bring some similarities to those identified by Fone *et al* (costs of illness and economic evaluation, hospital scheduling and organisation, infection and communicable disease, screening and miscellaneous). The work carried out by [@CR16] is a survey, specifically, on the applications of DES to healthcare clinics over the 1980s up to 1997. The categories identified by Jun *et al* (patient scheduling and admissions, patient flow schemes, and staff scheduling on patient flow and work flow, allocation of resources when sizing and planning beds, rooms, and staff personnel) also bear resemblance to our sub-categories in 'Planning healthcare services', as the latter study is focused on a specific area of DES and is more analytic. We now discuss each of our DES categories according to the number of publications identified in each cluster in a descending order.

### Planning of healthcare services and health interventions {#Sec11}

DES allows decision makers to effectively assess the efficiency of existing healthcare delivery systems such as hospitals \[DES29\], to improve system performance or design and to plan new ones in a risk-free and costless environment by investigating the complex relationships among the different model variables (ie rate of arrivals, time spent in the system, etc) and overcoming bottlenecks. The scope of evaluation can be micro in scale, for example by examining resource needs in terms of scheduling staff and measuring bed and equipment capacity at individual clinics, or macro in proportion (healthcare policy for the entire population). DES allows the decision makers to gather insights and obtain approximate results of the differing but competing policies that may be implemented in the future. Moreover, since DES allows the creation of dynamic population-based models, wherein each entity in the simulation represents an individual, the results could indicate the number of people who may be affected by the adoption of a particular strategy.

Some of the applications of DES therefore relate to managing patient admissions and staff scheduling, for example DES studies that compared the 'individual surgeons' strategy with the 'pooled lists' strategy for scheduling outpatient clinical appointments in surgical care \[DES6\]; designed a new house staff work schedule \[DES35\] and ambulance schedules \[DES24\]. They also relate to identifying areas of improvement of service through possible reorganisation of existing resources, for example; reorganisation of surgical and anaesthesia care surrounding laparoscopic surgery \[DES21\]; experimenting with real-time health information system to reduce response time \[DES40\]; evaluating operating policies in clinical environments \[DES28\] and allocation policies for liver transplantation \[DES17\]; forecasting the impact of changing demand for treatment of irreversible renal failure \[DES33\] and planning for the geographical locations of new healthcare services taking into account the demographics of the population and the location of the patients who need the services \[DES18\]. Furthermore, DES is well-suited to tackle problems in A&E departments, where resources are scarce and patients arrive at irregular times \[DES2\], and effectively combine Total Quality Management strategies \[DES24\] and data mining \[DES8\] for better results. Moreover, DES applications relate to estimating performance measures impacting facilities design and planning of veterinary practice \[DES37\]. As large majorities of the population depend on edible products or by-products from livestock, the health of livestock has a significant effect on public health.

### Health economic models {#Sec12}

Health economic models evaluate the health implications and the economic costs of providing healthcare to the population at large. They usually do so by comparing alternative healthcare interventions aiming to maximise welfare through optimal utilisation of the allocated public health funds. With respect to health economic models, the use of DES has been reported for evaluating, among others, the cost of providing dental care to children \[DES1\]; for comparing methods of managing chronic osteoarthritis pain \[DES3\]; for modelling the treated course of schizophrenia so as to estimate the long-term costs and effects of new interventions \[DES15\]; for evaluating the cost effectiveness of screening strategies for diabetic retinopathy by varying the screening method and interval \[DES27, 36\] and of introducing a range of automated image analysis systems for cervical screening programmes \[DES16\]; and for estimating the cost-effectiveness and the direct healthcare costs pertaining to insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus \[DES34\]. The use of DES health economic models have also been reported for the economic evaluation of pacemakers. For example, DES was used for modelling the health benefits and economic implications of implanting dual-chamber *versus* single-chamber ventricular pacemakers in the UK \[DES14\] and of implanting a Cardiac Resynchronization device of Therapy for reducing heart failure as opposed to Optimum Pharmacologic Therapy that does not require a pacemaker \[DES13\]. DES was also used to improve the National Blood Service supply chain by investigating different blood ordering and distribution policies \[DES7\].

### Review and methodology papers {#Sec13}

Our research methodology identified a number of review papers in the healthcare literature. Some of these papers compared modelling techniques used in healthcare, such as DES, Markov and semi-Markov chain models, queuing models and deterministic models (in the context of patient flow models \[DES39\] and economic evaluations of healthcare technologies \[DES22\]) and presented taxonomies of modelling structures \[DES5, 10, 32\]. Other papers present a personal reflection of DES \[DES12\] and outline a vision of the future use of simulation in healthcare \[DES9\]. They all found DES to be particularly suitable for estimating cost and health benefits of dynamic population-based models with individual attributes and patient care systems with scarce resources.

In our search, five methodology papers were identified. They deal with various issues such as the use of patient-chart-driven computer simulation to advance A&E system \[DES20\]; the use of DES as one emerging modelling technique for supporting decision making in randomized clinical trials of breast cancer \[DES31\], for modelling patient behaviour when screening for diabetic retinopathy \[DES25\] and for evaluating imaging technologies \[DES4\]. Moreover, DES has been acknowledged as a well-suited methodology for modelling health systems \[DES38\] and a valuable training tool for students who learnt to analyse and design efficiently work-flow processes in healthcare \[DES30\].

### Contagious disease interventions {#Sec14}

DES applications in this category usually relate to proposing ways to suppress the spread of HIV in developing countries \[DES19, 23\], and to the public response to control the outbreak of contagious diseases that may be caused by natural occurrence \[DES11\] or an act of terrorism \[DES26\]. These DES models are developed to plan emergency clinics and distribution centres for mass-dispensing and vaccination.

### System Dynamics {#Sec15}

SD can assist the design of healthcare policies by examining how the fundamental structure might influence the progressive behaviour of a system. It takes into consideration factors such as the time variation of both the tangible elements, such as waiting times and healthcare costs, as well as intangible elements, such as patient anxiety and the effects of various pressures on purchasing decisions ([@CR26]).

Seventeen studies are counted under this technique. The papers pertaining to SD have been categorised under the following headings: (a) public health policy evaluation and economic models, represented in nine papers in our search; (b) modelling healthcare systems and infrastructure disruption (four papers); (c) use of SD as a training tool (three papers); and (d) one review paper of SD for modelling public health matters of disease epidemiology and healthcare capacity \[SD6\]. The first three categories are described below in the same order as above. The papers are listed in [Table 5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5SD papers included in the present study*S No.SD paper* 1Arboleda CA, Abraham DM, Lubitz R. Simulation as a tool to assess the vulnerability of the operation of a health care facility. *J. Perform. Constr. Facil.* 2007 JUL--AUG; 21(4): 302--312. 2Atun RA, Lebcir RM, Mckee M, Habicht J, Coker RJ. Impact of joined-up HIV harm reduction and multidrug resistant tuberculosis control programmes in Estonia: System dynamics simulation model. *Health Policy* 2007 MAY; 81(2--3): 207--217. 3Hsieh JL, Sun CT, Kao GYM, Huang CY. Teaching through simulation: Epidemic dynamics and public health policies. *Simulation---Transactions of the Society for Modelling and Simulation International* 2006 NOV; 82(11): 731--759. 4Ahmad S, Billimek J. Limiting youth access to tobacco: Comparing the long-term health impacts of increasing cigarette excise taxes and raising the legal smoking age to 21 in the United States. *Health Policy* 2007 MAR; 80(3): 378--391. 5Min HSJ, Beyeler W, Brown T, Son YJ, Jones AT. Toward Modelling and simulation of critical national infrastructure interdependencies. *IIE Transactions* 2007 JAN; 39(1): 57--71. 6Homer JB, Hirsch GB. System dynamics Modelling for public health: Background and opportunities. *Am. J. Public Health* 2006 MAR; 96(3): 452--458. 7Jones AP, Homer JB, Murphy DL, Essien JDK, Milstein B, Seville DA. Understanding diabetes population dynamics through simulation Modelling and experimentation. *Am. J. Public Health* 2006 MAR; 96(3): 488--494. 8Ahmad S. Closing the youth access gap: The projected health benefits and cost savings of a national policy to raise the legal smoking age to 21 in the United States. *Health Policy* 2005 DEC; 75(1): 74--84. 9Ahmad S, Billimek J. Estimating the health impacts of tobacco harm reduction policies: A simulation Modelling approach. *Risk Analysis* 2005 AUG; 25(4): 801--812.10Taylor K, Dangerfield B. Modelling the feedback effects of reconfiguring health services. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2005 JUN; 56(6): 659--675.11Tengs TO, Ahmad S, Moore R, Gage E. Federal policy mandating safer cigarettes: A hypothetical simulation of the anticipated population health gains or losses. *Journal of Policy Analysis and Management* 2004 FAL; 23(4): 857--872.12Brailsford SC, Lattimer VA, Tarnaras P, Turnbull JC. Emergency and on-demand health care: modelling a large complex system. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2004 JAN; 55(1): 34--42.13Charles BG, Duffull SB. Pharmacokinetic software for the health sciences---Choosing the right package for teaching purposes. *Clin. Pharmacokinet.* 2001; 40(6): 395--403.14Thatcher ME, Clemons EK. Managing the costs of informational privacy: Pure bundling as a strategy on the individual health insurance market. *J. Manage. Inf. Syst.* 2000 FAL; 17(2): 29--57.15Lane DC, Monefeldt C, Rosenhead JV. Looking in the wrong place for healthcare improvements: A system dynamics study of an accident and emergency department. *J. Oper. Res. Soc.* 2000 MAY; 51(5): 518--531.16Anderson JG, Anderson MM. HIV screening and treatment of pregnant women and their newborns: Asimulation-based analysis. *Simulation* 1998 OCT; 71(4): 276--284.17Navarro JDS, Alvarez JAT, Ortega FP, Casado MPS, Polo MP. A Dynamo Application of Microcomputer-Based Simulation in Health-Sciences Teaching. 1993: 30(5): 425--436

### Public health policy evaluation and economic models {#Sec16}

SD has been applied for the evaluation of several public health policies. With regard to communicable diseases, SD models were developed to estimate the effect of harm reduction policies for HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis (such as 'needle-sharing and injection-frequency among drug users and multi-drug resistant tuberculosis control \[SD2\]) and to assess economic consequences of testing and treating pregnant women for HIV virus with different regimens to avoid prenatal transmission \[SD16\]. Moreover, SD was used in several studies to evaluate the long-term health impact of smoking by comparing policies such as increasing cigarette excise taxes, raising the legal smoking age to 21 \[SD4\] and introducing tobacco harm reduction policies \[SD8, 9, 11\]. They suggested that a large tax increase would have the largest and most immediate effect on smoking prevalence. Control over the cigarette content would bring a net gain in population health, although 'healthier' cigarettes make smoking more attractive and increase tobacco consumption. SD has also been used by health planners to gain a better understanding of diabetes population dynamics \[SD7\]; to model the feedback effects of reconfiguring health services \[SD10\] by shifting towards the primary level and bringing services 'closer to home'; to investigate the impact of privacy legislation in the individual health insurance market and the social costs that are borne when applicants do not divulge private information about their medical conditions \[SD14\].

### Modelling healthcare systems and infrastructure disruptions {#Sec17}

A healthcare system consists of many individual sub-parts that interact with each other, for example the national health system (NHS) consists of vast numbers of GP clinics, walk-in centres, hospitals, tertiary care centres, A&E, IT infrastructure, NHS supply chains, etc. SD allows modelling of several sub-parts of these complex healthcare systems, such as a city\'s delivery of emergency and on-demand, unscheduled care \[SD12\], an A&E dynamics of demand pattern, resource deployment and parallel hospital processes \[SD15\]. In this regard, SD also has the potential to simulate multiple, independent key elements of an infrastructure. Innovative modelling and analysis framework based on SD could study the entire system of physical and economic infrastructures, and specifically of healthcare facilities, and propose public responses to infrastructure disruptions \[SD5\] and disasters \[SD1\], as well as to reduce the devastating health effects of such phenomena by modelling into a unified whole the relief effort of evacuations, provision of temporary shelters, restoration of electricity and communication lines, etc.

### Training {#Sec18}

SD has also been used as a tool for training health policymakers. It can facilitate the understanding of the dynamics of an epidemic such as SARS \[SD3\] and explore the applicable combinations of prevention or suppression strategies. Moreover, SD provides an opportunity in some educational environments such as in health sciences by allowing students to experiment in the classroom with the use of professional tools. SD software together with calculator-simulators has been used for teaching pharmacokinetics \[SD13\], and pharmacological system dynamics models have also been developed for the same purpose \[SD17\].

### Agent-Based Simulation {#Sec19}

Applications of ABS in the healthcare sector are not yet widespread but it has been used to study problems such as the spread of epidemics ([@CR2]). The research methodology that we have followed in our review has identified only two papers that have used ABS. The papers are listed in [Table 6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6ABS papers included in the present study*S No.ABS paper*1Abbott RG, Forrest S, Pienta KJ. Simulating the hallmarks of Cancer. *Artif. Life* 2006 FAL; 12(4): 617--634.2Boulos MNK, Cai Q, Padget JA, Rushton G. Using software agents to preserve individual health data confidentiality in micro-scale geographical analyses. *J. Biomed. Inform*. 2006 APR; 39(2): 160--170.

One study reported an ABS model called *CancerSIM*, which allows researchers to study the dynamics and interactions of cancer hallmarks and possible therapies \[ABS1\]. The other study \[ABS2\] used software agents to preserve individual health data confidentiality in micro-scale geographical analyses and showed that by limiting the accuracy of geocodes for the purposes of privacy protection, the ability to identify areas of high disease risk is degraded.

The five papers that report on several simulation techniques (refer to [Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) have been included in the MCS and the DES category for the sake of simplicity. Three papers report both on MCS and DES and were described under the 'Prognostic and transmission models of health interventions' \[MC48, 58\] and the 'Cost-benefit analysis and policy evaluation of medical treatment and disease management programs' \[MC65\] headings of MCS. Moreover, there are two papers that were described under the 'Review papers' heading of DES. A review paper \[DES9\] that refers simultaneously to DES, SD and MCS and a taxonomy paper \[DES10\] that refers to DES and SD among other operational research techniques.

Research impact {#Sec20}
===============

In this section, we present the citation statistics of a few highly cited papers in the field of healthcare simulation (objective 3) ([Table 7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}). The table shows the total citations and the average article citations as a means of identifying the impact of these publications. The list is sorted (and therefore publications for inclusion in [Table 7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} are selected) based on the total citation count. However, the authors recognise that the average citation is also a very useful measure as it eliminates the discrepancies caused by the number of years passed since publication. It is generally expected that review papers have more citations than research papers. It is therefore surprising that none of the papers included in the list are review papers. Even more surprising is the fact that all papers use the MCS technique as their main method of analysis. Many of the papers in [Table 7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} present cost-effectiveness analyses of specific healthcare applications or disease prevention methods, including the first paper that was published in the journal *Bone* in 1994.Table 7Publications with high number of citations*Total citationsAverage citationsPublication*16611.071. Chrischilles E, Shireman T, Wallace R. Costs and Health-Effects of Osteoporotic Fractures. *Bone* 1994 JUL--AUG; 15(4): 377--386.1348.932. Javitt JC, Aiello LP, Chiang YP, Ferris FL, Canner JK, Greenfield S. Preventive Eye Care in People with Diabetes is Cost-Saving to the Federal-Government---Implications for Health-Care Reform. *Diabetes Care* 1994 AUG; 17(8): 909--917.10263. Thompson KM, Burmaster DE, Crouch EAC. Monte-Carlo Techniques for Quantitative Uncertainty Analysis in Public-Health Risk Assessments. *Risk Analysis* 1992 MAR; 12(1): 53--63.769.54. Nichol KL. Cost-benefit analysis of a strategy to vaccinate healthy working adults against influenza. *Arch. Intern. Med*. 2001 MAR 12; 161(5): 749--759.678.385. Ambrose PG, Grasela DM. The use of Monte Carlo simulation to examine pharmacodynamic variance of drugs: fluoroquinolone pharmacodynamics against *Streptococcus pneumoniae*. *Diagn. Microbiol. Infect. Dis*. 2000 NOV; 38(3): 151--157.462.566. Nieuwenhuijsen M, Paustenbach D, Duarte-Davidson R. New developments in exposure assessment: The impact on the practice of health risk assessment and epidemiological studies. *Environ. Int*. 2006 DEC; 32(8): 996--1009.422.87. Hattis D, Silver K. Human Interindividual Variability---a Major Source of Uncertainty in Assessing Risks for Noncancer Health-Effects. *Risk Analysis* 1994 AUG; 14(4): 421--431.353.58. Briggs AH, Mooney CZ, Wonderling DE. Constructing confidence intervals for cost-effectiveness ratios: An evaluation of parametric and non-parametric techniques using Monte Carlo simulation. *Stat. Med*. 1999 DEC 15; 18(23): 3245--3262.

It should be noted here that a good number of journals in [Table 7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} are either medical or health-related journals. It is widely accepted that medical journals generally have citations that are much higher compared to the OR journals, from which it might be concluded that impact is not incomparable between them. A more stratified representation would shed more light. However, this was out of the main scope of this study.

Results implementation, funding sources and analysis of simulation software {#Sec21}
===========================================================================

In this section, we examine the evidence of results presentation, implementation (objective 4), funding (objective 5) and software usage (objective 6) from among those papers that were selected for inclusion in this study after screening.

Of the 201 papers, 184 (91%) present results and have a separate, typically large section supported with tables and graphs to give a full analysis and explanation to the readers. There are seven MCS papers, eight DES, three SDS and one ABS paper, which do not present results. Of these, the majority are review and methodology papers. There are only five papers that fall in other categories (health risk assessment; health economic model; planning of healthcare services) and do not demonstrate results in a numerical format in the way described above. Yet, implementation of research results is hardly mentioned in these publications, with only a few papers (11 out of 201, 5.4%) reporting on the implementation of results to the stakeholder organisations, in which the case studies were based. Six are reported in the MCS category, four in DES and one in SD. However, this is not to say that the case-oriented simulation studies that have not implemented their results have gone astray. Neither should it be implied that their impact is only academic and does not reflect the real world. Looking further at the issue, one may realise that healthcare simulation studies generally have a long gestation period before they reach the ultimate decision makers in a comprehensive format. These decision makers need to decide among a plethora of similar studies, taking into consideration various other factors, and come to a conclusion of turning a specific recommendation from a study into a policy applicable in health organisations and settings. Subsequently, it is unlikely that implementation will be part of the paper. Moreover, researchers are eager to publish once they have the first results in hand and only very occasionally will they wait until the impact of their method is shown in the real world in order to incorporate it into their paper.

Perhaps a better measure of the interest in the research being conducted in the healthcare simulation studies is the funding process. Of the 201 studies, 87 (43%) have received full or partial funding. Of the 163 identified MCS studies, around 39% mention their project\'s funding source, 48% of the DES papers, 65% of the SD papers and 100% of the ABS papers (two papers) report a funding source. Many of these papers refer to various sources of funding. [Table 8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} illustrates some of these sources. As can be seen from the table, health departments and national foundations are the major sources of funding, closely followed by pharmaceutical companies. Other governmental departments and national institutions also fund healthcare studies. Funds for research are also derived from internal University funding and research council grants.Table 8Research funding sources*Funding sourceNo. of papersPercentage*Department of Health1312.7National Foundations/Centres1312.7Pharmaceutical Companies1211.8Other Governmental Departments1110.8National Institutes for Health-related Research1110.8Universities/Colleges98.8National Research Council98.8Health/environment Research Agencies65.9European Research Programs43.9Non-Pharmaceutical Companies32.9Private Foundations32.9Funding Organisations for Academic Research32.9National Health Services32.9Health Authorities22.0**Sum102**100.0

From our sampled list of papers, we find that funding seems to be consistent throughout the years. This suggests that there is no identified trend that more funding is provided for healthcare research over the last years or vice versa.

Finally, we conclude by presenting some statistics on simulation software/programming languages that were used to support model development in the selected studies. It is important to mention that, from our sample of 201 selected papers, only 83 papers acknowledge the software or programming language that was used to develop the model. This data is presented in [Table 9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} (MCS software), [Table 10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} (DES software) and [Table 11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"} (SD software), respectively. With regard to MCS ([Table 9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}), \@Risk and Crystal Ball were among the most popular software, followed by Excel. Numerous other software and programs have also been used, some of them specific to health or other applications.Table 9Monte Carlo Simulation software*MCS softwareNo. of papersPercentage*\@Risk1023.3Crystal Ball1023.3Excel37.0SimHerd24.7NONMEM24.7Matlab24.7WinBUGS24.7RIVRISK, SimTools, Mathematica®, GENMM.exe, ITOUGH, DATA 3.5 for Healthcare, BASIC, Stata, Hexalog, Java, C11, SAS12.3**Sum43**100.0 Table 10Discrete Event Simulation software*DES SoftwareNo. of papersPercentage*Arena620.7Borland Delphi (Programming Language)517.2Simul8310.3PASCAL (Programming Language)26.9AutoMod26.9SIGMA26.9Extend, SIMAN, ServiceModel (Promodel), \@Risk and Excel, SLAMSYSTEM software, C Program, Visual Basic (Programming Languages), MODSIM, INSIGHT, Visual Simulation Environment (Orca Computer) simulation language, Statecharts13.4**Sum29**100.0 Table 11System Dynamics Simulation software*SD Simulation softwareNo. of papersPercentage*Vensim550.0STELLA440.0DYNAMO110.0**Sum10**100.0

The process of building DES models involves some form of software. The software can either be a high-level programming language or a Commercial, Off-The-Shelf (COTS) simulation package. DES software Arena is the most popular in this sample review, followed by the programming language Borland Delphi and COTS package Simul8 ([Table 10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}).

As for SD, the use of only few types of software is reported. Vensim is first in the list, closely followed by STELLA. DYNAMO comes last ([Table 11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}).

Finally, one of the two ABS papers reported the use of the programming language C++ to create *CancerSIM*.

In general, the rapid growth in simulation software technology has created numerous new application opportunities, including more sophisticated implementations, as well as combining simulation and other methods for complex models and processes. Trends from our data analysis suggest that, in the most recent years, COTS packages have taken the lead over one-off models that are coded using programming languages. This is explained by the fact that COTS simulation packages are rapidly evolving through inclusion of more advanced features (eg 3-D graphics, parallel processor support, etc).

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

The field of healthcare simulation has evolved significantly over the past 30 years. A great number of health problems have been approached with simulation techniques, which have offered greater precision with regard to resource allocations, evaluations between health strategies and risk assessments. In this review paper reflecting on 37 years of healthcare simulation, we see some trends that apply to the discipline as a whole.

Looking first at the statistics of our sampled papers, we could derive the conclusion that the proportion of papers published in the field has drastically increased, with more than three-quarters published after 2000. Annual paper contributions amounted from one paper in 1988 to 36 in 2007. It is, however, surprising that the oldest paper in our data set is from 1988 as our search strategy concentrated on identifying healthcare simulation papers published from 1970 onwards. One reason for this is possibly that the number of journals indexed by ISI WoS has swelled with the rising popularity of the Internet and the availability of electronic bibliographical information (this may not have been the case during 1970s--1980s). Furthermore, it is arguable that although simulation has been applied to manufacturing, defence, supply chains etc., for a long time, its application in the healthcare context is comparatively new. [Figure 2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the historical trends of the healthcare modelling papers for each simulation technique (the only exception is ABS which has only two papers). The ascending lines show the increasing number of published papers in the field especially after the mid-1990s for all three simulation methods. This is in line with the clear increase in simulation usage in the general service sector from the 1990s onwards ([@CR21]). Year-to-date figures suggest that this gradual upward trend will continue. It is apparent that during the last 4 years the published papers in this field have drastically increased. A reason might be the possible increase of funding in recent years ([@CR17]).Figure 2Number of papers per simulation techniques over the years.

Simulation as a technique in health problems is used both as the main methodology of the research and as a supportive method to evaluate the robustness of other methods in different papers. MCS seems to be the most popular simulation technique in health studies, and the majority of papers fall within the health risk assessment category. In this category studies pertaining to air and water pollution, food poisoning and soil contamination are leading in terms of published papers, and drug development and dose-response portion studies follow. Cost-benefit analyses health studies with the use of MCS are also popular. They assess the economic value of population-based screen-and-treat alternative strategies for diseases and medical conditions. Some of these studies hold the first positions in terms of research impact and are found to have the maximum average number of citations in our dataset. Moreover, it is particularly noticeable that of the 142 MCS papers, none were published in an OR journal (as defined by the Association of Business School-ABS list). One reason for this may be that MCS is extensively used by health professionals/academics who wish to publish in health-related outlets, or that OR academics have lost interest in the use of MCS and have focused in the use of other simulation techniques to tackle health problems. Nevertheless, several of the MCS papers identified in our study would fit the aim and scope of OR journals. For example MC7, 8, 9, 23, 25, 26, 2, 30, 32, 38 and many more.

In the analysis of the research paradigms categories, it is obvious that some overlap exists among the health applications examined by simulation technique. A very apparent example is that all simulation techniques deal with screening strategies and cost-benefit analysis of medical interventions. Assuming that the categorisation of papers was made according to the health problem tackled and regardless of the simulation technique employed, the papers of cost-benefit analysis would be at about the same level of the health risk assessment category. However, many researchers will agree that, although the application area is the same, the extent, the level and the detail at which this is examined differs according to the technique employed. SD takes a holistic approach and thus the health problem or situation is looked at from a more global level to a greater extent. Consequently, this technique is appropriate for facilitating health policy making at the macro-level. DES and ABS examine the health problems in more detail (micro-level), taking into account the properties of individual entities, yet this restricts the extent of the system that can be modelled. Therefore, decisions can usually be reached with the use of DES and ABS only at the operational level. Monte Carlo simulation incorporates the random sampling element at aggregated level, which makes modelling of population-based diseases easy to handle. When the individual aspect is important then DES is more appropriate. Moreover, DES and SD are more suitable for modelling problems in which the time element plays a significant role, such as utilisation of health services' resources and bed/equipment capacity management. Nonetheless, looking at the categories presented in this study, one can see that health risk assessment is pertinent to MCS modelling; planning of health services is most of the times handled with the DES models (and less with SD); and training of health students and managers is prevalent in the SD approach. Unfortunately, we could not make a distinct category for ABS since the sample was so small. Moreover, a year-by-year analysis of the number of papers in each research paradigm showed that there are no chroni gaps in the identified categories, and for that reason published research in these general fields are continuous.

Relatively few of the published healthcare simulation articles reported significant effects that simulation had on the healthcare system being studied. This may imply that, although authors document the model, the issues they model and the model results, there are few real implementation results to report. England and Roberts (1978) implied that the reasons behind this are either inadequate models that cannot quantify the impact of the human factor, or the diversity of authority in healthcare facilities, which thwarts the simplicity of a single administrative decision to change the system. The latter problem lies mostly in the political sphere. However, governmental bodies and other national or local council/agency fund a considerable number of studies (43% in our review).

In terms of the modelling approach, it seems that the use of COTS packages is quite widespread, although many models are still being developed in high-level programming languages that usually have larger capabilities in accommodating complex behaviours of the system modelled. Yet, the ease of use that is offered by COTS simulation packages allows those who are not computer programmers to develop valid simulation models. This gives the opportunity to a number of people, including some stakeholders of the systems under question to engage in modelling and quantify their problems and the impact of alternative actions. However, in this way, limitations to the models are posed not only by the data availability and the computer operating cost but also by the imagination and capabilities of the modeller and the software. Simulation software costs can be high, yet since the mid-1990s, a number of low cost COTS packages have come to the market. The latter have certainly widened access to simulation ([@CR21]).

It is widely accepted that one of the most important results of computer simulation in healthcare, as well as in other sectors, is the increased understanding of the systems being modelled, which results from constructing the models. We hope that in the future it will become more imperative that healthcare modellers seek close ties and cooperation with healthcare administrators to ensure utilisation and implementation of the worthwhile models that are developed. However, the exact same anticipation was expressed some 30 years ago ([@CR10]).

As stated by [@CR21], simulation techniques have all followed separate paths in both research and practice until now. A closer integration among simulation techniques conjoined with advances in computing and inclusion of the World Wide Web could lead to the development of better designed models with faster execution times, high level of graphics and, most importantly, enhanced user interaction. Such an advance will be in line with the requirements of the new computer literate generation of users.

Conclusions and further reflections {#Sec23}
===================================

This is a sample review of healthcare simulation studies, which aims at identifying healthcare problems that are modelled using four popular simulation techniques, namely MCS, DES, SD and ABS. The specific selection criteria of articles that were reviewed here may have left out a number of noble publications in the field (eg articles that do not mention health in their title topic but refer to health problems with more specific terms such as hospitals, patients, etc; articles that did not appear in journals indexed by ISI Web of Knowledge®). The implications of this are that there may be an unintentional bias introduced by the specific keywords search and by ISI WoS membership, which leaves out newer journals that have not yet met the 'duration of service' required by the ISI WoS and journals where editorial boards do not wish their journal to have an impact factor. These factors may therefore not be taken into account when basing quality on impact factors. However, the debate as to whether this is right or wrong is outside the scope of this article. We merely wish to provide an analysis of literature within the scope of journals with impact factors and therefore provide some reflection as to the 'health' of healthcare simulation within a potentially metric-driven world. We hope that this study gives an indication of the pulse of research being conducted in the healthcare simulation field, although generalisation of the results may not hold.

Future research could involve a systematic review of the field including all relevant journals from various academic databases and investigate the relationships between impact factor and non-impact factor journals. This approach could more accurately map the discipline and provide us with statistics of interesting variables similar to the ones presented here and with additional ones, such as popular journals, productive institutions and frequently published authors. Future research could also broaden the scope of our literature review by profiling health-related research with the use of other OR/MS techniques.

For the benefit of healthcare and simulation audience, this paper provides an overview of research published in various journals from across different subject areas in health. This research is likely to help authors, reviewers and editors to better understand the potential of different simulation techniques for solving diverse healthcare problems and can also assist upcoming researchers in developing an appreciation of this research area and the various issues considered worthy of research and publication. Furthermore, we hope that healthcare planners, management engineers, as well as researchers will benefit from this study, by having ready access to an up-to-date, indicative collection of articles describing these applications. Finally, our study is likely to stimulate researchers to explore other research areas by undertaking comparative/cross-journal studies.

One of the authors was employed as a research fellow in Warwick Business School while working on this paper, and wishes to thank the School for supporting this research. We also thank Dr Simon J. E. Taylor for his comments, which have improved the paper.
